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Rediscover the Goddesses within you as you work with their archetypes to manifest your inner
strengths and personal power, with The Silver Wheel by Marguerite Elsbeth and Kenneth Johnson.
There are many archetypes which could apply to you. Tap into these ancient energies and discover
the real you: Â·The Warrior Woman. If this is one of your archetypes, reclaim your heritage, your
independence, and self-confidence like a Celtic heroine of old. Be full of fire and spirit, fresh from
the Otherworld. Awaken and integrate this primal archetype within your personality and feel the
untamed power within your soul, when you read The Silver Wheel. Â·The Queen. When you work
with the methods in The Silver Wheel, you'll be able to share the ancient wisdom that comes from
deep within you. Become one with the land, like a queen in the Celtic tradition, and feel the nurturing
warmth of nature flow through you. Â·The Lover. Become sensual and passionate as you take up
the reins of your sexual power and ride forth from the barrow mound of dreams. When you link with
the archetypal powers of the goddess, you will emerge from the darkness of awkwardness and
introversion into the radiant light of the Goddess within. Read The Silver Wheel and taste the sweet
secrets of sexuality, discover the trick of identity, and learn the reality of relationships. Â·The
Sorceress. The Silver Wheel will show you how to rediscover the sacred mysteries and eternal
truths within every woman's life. Restore the intense connection between magic and the world of
nature. The Silver Wheel shares the meditations, exercises, and thought-provoking tests to uncover
the archetypal goddesses within your soul. Experience spiritual rebirth on a healing journey to the
Otherworld. Follow in the footsteps of the goddess Rhiannon through techniques of empowerment
and spiritual development. In The Silver Wheel, mythology, psychology, and shamanism blend to
reveal the timeless beauty of the Celtic tradition and the message it offers for women today. Get
your copy now.
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Every now and then I read an out-of-print book and wonder why it's out-of-print. The SILVER
WHEEL by Marguerite Elsbeth and Kenneth Johnson is just such a book. I can't believe the content
of SW is so esoteric most women won't understand it. Maybe it didn't get enough publicity when it
was released to keep it in print or maybe those "really important" critics writing for mainstream news
organizations ignored it thinking it was some kind of new age arcane book at best or "silly" feminist
stuff at worst. If you read Marion Zimmer Bradley's THE MISTS OF AVALON, or if you're fascinated
with Joseph Campbell's works, or if you consider yourself a fan of Jung, or if you are working a
12-step program, or all or none of the above, but are fascinated with the relevance of mythology for
our "modern" age don't miss this book.The authors, provide a test in the early pages (similar to the
Myers-Briggs personality test) to help a woman determine her location in the process of finding the
self (growing self awareness). Unlike the MB, however (which is often misused), this test does not
pigeonhole you into a type, but rather helps you get in touch with your current phase of
development.Elsbeth and Johnson present a paradigm consisting of four phases: Queen,
Sorceress, Woman Warrior, Lover. During the course of her lifetime, a woman experiences each of
these aspects but not all women experience all aspects in the same order, with one exception, the
Sorceress is the final phase. Although she experiences the phases of growth at different times in
her life, one facet will be more dominant than the others at each point through life. You can probably
work out the order of dominance for your own life.
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